This paper examines the experience of a group of designers attempting to implement pedagogical flexibility in the design of the CANDLE system. It sketches out how flexibility is emerging as a new design criterion, but warns that the implementation of such flexibility is fraught with conflicts. After foregrounding the myth of pedagogical neutrality in system design, it examines CANDLE's early decision to build a system around a pan-pedagogical framework and the problems inherent in such an undertaking. In particular it reviews issues such as the operationalisation of pedagogical theory, the difficulties of disaggregation of learning resources into separate objects, the epistemological conflicts in the use of static ontologies for domain representation, metadata, meaning and communities of practice, access rights and granularity. It concludes by calling for educational systems designers to consider pedagogy in all its complexity in the process of design and development.
Introduction
This paper describes some of the challenges faced by the CANDLE project team in implementing pedagogical flexibility in a courseware management and delivery system structured around a learning objects database. After a brief account of the increasing importance of flexibility in educational systems, a working conception of flexibility will be sketched out. A quick overview of conflicts and issues in the provision of this flexibility will then serve to ground the reasoning behind the decision to implement multiple pedagogies in the CANDLE system. The experiences of the designers in implementing this decision will be used to formulate questions which go to the heart of the issue to be addressed here: the difficulties and contradictions inherent in designing an educational system based on different conflicting pedagogical models. Particular attention will be paid to the problems inherent in the disaggregation and decontextualisation of learning objects and to the epistemological difficulties of using a database to contain learning objects and static ontologies to re-assemble them into learning resources. Finally, the question of how feasible it is to implement multiple pedagogies will open up for further debate the issue of whether the foundational antinomies which set different pedagogical models apart preclude their co-existence in a single educational system.
Flexibility as a new design criterion
Flexibility and customisability are increasingly being positioned at the core of educational systems across the university and training sectors, a focus which lies behind the current drive for the establishment metadata standards (EPFL (ARIADNE, 1999 2 ; ADL, 2001 3 ; IMS, 2001 4 ). To illustrate, one of the Learning Objects Metadata Working Group's stated purpose is: "to enable computer agents to automatically and dynamically compose personalized lessons for an individual learner (LOM, 2000 5 ). In the same vein, Schatz believes that "we are on the verge of being able to provide learning customized for each specific learner at a specific time, taking into account their learning styles, experience, knowledge and learning goals" (Schatz, 2001 6 ). Collis establishes flexibility as one of the cornerstones of her 'new didactics for university instruction' (Collis, 1998) implemented in the TeleTOP 7 system, whilst Moran and Myringer see the move towards flexible learning as a paradigm shift (Moran and Myringer, 1999) . In the commercial sector, e-learning providers are increasingly using customisability of courseware as a major selling point: Arthur Anderson employ 'blended learning events' to offer flexibility in their Virtual Learning Network 9 . SmartForce 10 , who stake a claim as the world's largest e-learning company, describe their system as "a next generation e-Learning environment made up of over 20,000 e-Learning objects that can be assembled on-the-fly to create truly personalized, truly collaborative learning experiences based on the wants and needs of the learners." How far this rhetoric of re-usability and customisability is applicable in existing and future educational and training environments is arguable and forms the orienting question for this paper. First, however, it is pertinent to examine the concept of flexibility itself.
Despite the increasing significance of flexibility in the design of educational systems, and the irresistible forces driving it forward, there is as yet no commonly accepted conceptualisation of flexibility. Here I will not undertake the task of constructing such a conceptualisation, but will refer the reader to work which has already been done in this area (Edwards, 1997; Edwards, Nicoll and Tait, 1999; Clarke et al., 2000) and will limit myself to sketching out the landscape of flexibility, sufficient for the purposes of explaining some of the implementation difficulties involved in CANDLE.
Moran et al note how different terms have been adopted in different contexts, including flexible learning and flexible delivery; they argue that this stems from the fact that converging trends in different countries remain to be developed into a sound theoretical construct. They cite the definition of flexible learning adopted by Mid Sweden University as a working example (Moran and Myringer, 1999 ):
Flexible learning:
• Applies to teaching and learning wherever they occur -on-campus, off-campus and cross-campus • frees up the place, time, methods and pace of learning and teaching • is learner-centred rather than teacher-centred • seeks to help students become independent, lifelong learners • changes the role of the teacher who becomes a mentor and facilitator of learning Van den Brande (ibid) defined flexibility as "enabling learners to learn when they want (frequency, timing, duration), how they want (modes of learning), and what they want (that is, learners can define what constitutes learning to them)." Collis et al. went further and identified five dimensions of flexibility in their Telescopia project, which they further broke down into 19 different aspects (Collis, Vingerhoets and Moonen, 1997 ):
• Flexibility related to time • Flexibility related to content • Flexibility related to entry requirements • Flexibility related to instructional approach and resources • Flexibility related to course delivery and logistics Although in order to claim to be truly flexible, a system needs to integrate all the above, this paper will concentrate on the fourth dimension, flexibility related to instructional approach and resources, as this maps most closely onto the objective of this paper: an examination of the difficulty of designing for pedagogical flexibility.
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Conflicts in the provision of flexibility
Despite the ubiquity of flexibility as a goal of educational systems designers, there is not a great deal of literature that looks at the conflicts involved in the provision of flexibility, although the literature there is suggests that this is an issue that requires critical engagement e.g. (Collis, Vingerhoets and Moonen, 1997) . Johnston argues that whilst flexibility has achieved many desirable ends, it "has also been instrumental in opening opportunities for other, less desirable, developments in the system" (Johnston, 1999) . She identifies four sets of issues here. The first set of issues are administrative, and revolve around issues of location, scheduling and employment. Johnston only sees these issues as problems insofar as they have not yet been systematically resolved, and she locates the site of their resolution as the organisation.
The other three sets of issues are the pedagogic, economic and philosophical implications of flexibility. The pedagogic issues will be addressed later in the paper. The economic issues include intellectual imperialism, the "MacDonaldization" of education and access inequalities. The inextricable relativism of post-modernism constitutes the main philosophical issue. Although Johnston views these three sets of issues as less tangible, she argues that they are nonetheless more contentious than the administrative challenges and she calls for them to be addressed at the level of the education system and profession.
It is in an attempt to take a small step in this direction that this paper interrogates the pedagogical issues that have arisen from the implementation of flexibility in CANDLE. It will not, therefore, address the administrative, philosophical or economic challenges. The rationale for this is not that it is logically possible to disentangle the pedagogical from the other issues for they are inextricably linked, but rather because a critical pedagogical gaze unencumbered by the wider, contextual issues is needed to get to the heart of the question of whether it is possible to implement multiple pedagogies in a single system. Accordingly, the thrust of this paper is deliberately theoretical.
Designing For Pedagogical Flexibility -Experiences From the CANDLE Project
Earle 4 CANDLE and its 'pan-pedagogical' framework 4.1 Candle System Design CANDLE 11 (Collaborative and Network Distributed Learning Environment) is a Fifth Framework project which set out "to use the Internet to improve the quality and reduce the cost of ICT teaching in Europe by using web and multimedia technology, and to enable cooperation between universities and industry in creating and reusing learning material and improving the quality of delivery" (CANDLE Consortium, 2001) . At the heart of the system lies a learning objects database, or a repository of courseware, around which five main functions are envisaged. Before describing these functions, two important concepts will be sketched out as they constitute essential design features of CANDLE.
The first concept that needs to be explained is that of the learning object. Although this is another of those terms which has been variously used and variously defined (Wiley, 2000) , just two main definitions will be offered here to orient the reader. The first, and possibly most widely quoted definition is taken from the above-mentioned work of the Learning Objects Metadata Working Group:
Learning Objects are defined here as any entity, digital or non-digital, which can be used, re-used or referenced during technology supported learning. Examples of technology-supported learning include computer-based training systems, interactive learning environments, intelligent computer-aided instruction systems, distance learning systems, and collaborative learning environments. Examples of Learning Objects include multimedia content, instructional content, learning objectives, instructional software and software tools, and persons, organizations, or events referenced during technology supported learning (LOM, ibid).
Wiley however, criticised this decision as being completely inclusive and proposed this, tighter definition of a learning object: "any digital resource that can be reused to support learning."
The second concept to be presented is metadata. 
CANDLE functions
Figure 1: Functions of CANDLE system CANDLE was conceived of as an integrated learning environment into which trainers and teachers (and, in some cases, learners) could deposit and subsequently re-engineer their courseware. This would then provide a large repository of learning objects which could be searched (by tutors, learners and, ultimately, by on-the-fly course creation algorithms) and assembled into courses which would also be delivered through CANDLE. The system would then store the data on student pathways through material etc. and use this information to suggest new ways of working through the learning objects. Finally, evaluation functions were to be built in to the system. 13 To make each of the intended functions of the system clearer, one example of courseware, a bank of multiple-choice questions for a first year Introduction to Psychology course, will be used as illustration. The first function of CANDLE is that of courseware re-engineering which involves the decomposition of extant courseware into separate learning objects identifiable through a series of metadata tags. So, the tutor who had developed the bank of multiple-choice questions would need to think about how she would enter this courseware into the system. She would immediately be presented with the problem of deciding whether to enter all the questions into the database as a whole, or to enter them as separate learning objects. Whichever decision she made, she would then need to describe each object with the appropriate metadata tags, indicating to potential searchers the content, form, and pedagogical purpose of each object. The second function is the search and retrieval of these learning objects and their construction into courses by learners, or by lecturers or tutors (the third function) for delivery to learners. Here, one could imagine another tutor, teaching on a different Introduction to Psychology course in another university, searching the courseware depository to find assessments she could give to her own students. In a more open setting, students would also need to seek out assessments to evaluate their own learning.
The fourth function consists of delivering this learning to the student. So, in this instance, CANDLE might allow students to take their multiple-choice exam online. The fifth and final function revolves around the evaluation of courseware and learning objects. Here the system would assist both tutors and students in evaluating the multiple-choice exam.
The myth of pedagogical neutrality
As CANDLE is in the first instance an educational system, a decision was made at the proposal stage of the project to position pedagogical issues at the heart of the system design. The question of how to do this is a more difficult issue and can be resolved in a number of ways. The first, and seemingly the simplest way of ensuring pedagogical flexibility is not to include pedagogical considerations in the system design, resulting in pedagogical neutrality -or so the argument runs. Although this is the default approach taken, including in much of the recent work in the field of learning objects (Wiley, 2000) , it is based on the fallacy that unless a pedagogical
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This section was added following a discussion about how assessment would be dealt with in position is made explicit (whether in terms of an individual's beliefs or the functionality of a system), it does not exist. In effect, what is usually touted as pedagogical neutrality by software vendors is merely pedagogical naïvety. Two arguments will be brought into play to defend this point.
First, pedagogical beliefs are not the exclusive remit of educators -everyone holds what Bruner refers to as folk pedagogies, that is, ideas about teaching and learning which themselves have an impact on the educational strategies they employ (Bruner, 1996) . Moreover, these beliefs are deeply rooted in the cultural environment which imposes epistemological values on its communities which in turn have pedagogical implications of their own. Even if -or arguably precisely because -systems designers are not able to articulate their own pedagogical stances, their beliefs will, by default, be articulated into the systems design process. More importantly, by construing pedagogical issues as outside of the remit of systems development, such designers will not be able to recognise the unintended pedagogic effects of other, apparently unrelated design decisions. To borrow from the words of Tenner, they will not be able to recognise technological decisions that "bite back" (Tenner, 1997) .
The second point revolves around the nature and boundaries of pedagogy. Watkins et al. sketch out how conceptions of pedagogy have developed over the last century (Watkins and Mortimore, 1999) . They note a shift in the research literature from a focus on the largely unidimensional analysis of teacher's 'style' to current, complex and multi-dimensional models of pedagogy which take into account the teacher, the classroom or other context, content, epistemologies and other elements. According to such models which emphasise the interplay of all the elements, it is not logically possible to disentangle pedagogical issues from technological ones as the latter are a constituent element of the former. In other words, one cannot draw a boundary between pedagogy and technology in the way that a pedagogically naïve approach suggests you can.
Other methods of ensuring pedagogical soundness
In view of the logical impossibility of developing a pedagogically neutral system, what options are open to educational systems designers? One way of ensuring the pedagogical soundness of an application is to take a single, recognised pedagogical model and integrate it into the system design. There are an increasing number of suggestions of how to do this. Leflore gives potential developers sets of guidelines to implement gestalt theory, cognitive theory and constructivist theory in web-based learning materials (Leflore, 2000 designing constructivist learning environments (Jonassen and Rohrer-Murphy, 1999 ). Reigeluth's updated Instructional-Design Theories and Models book offers a wide variety of theories and suggestions on how to implement them (Reigeluth, 1999a) .
This method has been used in the development of a number of significant educational systems, including the Fifth Dimension 14 materials, designed around cultural-historical activity theory, and Plato 15 which, along with all Integrated Learning Systems is an instantiation of the behaviourist paradigm (Underwood and Brown, 1997) . The same approach has recently been taken in the development of other systems designed around learning objects (Bannan-Ritland, Dabbagh and Murphy, 2000) . Whilst the implementation of a single pedagogical paradigm might be a common phenomenon, moving from learning theory to practice is never a straightforward step. The first hurdle that needs to be overcome is identifying a single appropriate theory -something which becomes increasingly problematic, the wider the context in which the systems is intended to be used becomes. The second hurdle is the operationalisation of that theory -this will later be dealt with in the section on 'Problems implementing pedagogical flexibility.'
The second, probably more common, way to integrate pedagogy into system design moves away from using a single pedagogical model as the design orientation of the system, but still is predicated on the belief that there are a set of key pedagogical principles that should be implemented in a system. Here, a set of guidelines from an extensive base of theory and research, covering more than just one pedagogical paradigm are developed and applied in the design of the system. For example, in the design of their TeleTOP system, Collis et al draw on Norman (Norman, 1997) for a set of "key principles for good teaching and learning in higher education" which they operationalise as follows:
• Scaffold the learner's increased self-responsibility for learning.
• Stimulate active engagement.
• Elicit articulation and reflection.
• Lecture less and give feedback more.
• Encourage more-frequent and targetted communication (Collis, 1998) ."
Advice for the implementation of sound pedagogical principles in educational systems abound e.g. (Somekh and Davies, 1991; Althauser and Matuga, 1998) .
A related, but slightly different approach is taken by the developers of such programmes as STAR Legacy 16 , JASPER 17 and CSILE 18 , who could be described as working from an action research paradigm. Although much of the design rests on a wide literature base, these programmes are built on a considerable, and evolving, research base of their own -an expensive process in terms of manpower.
CANDLE initially rejected these options for two reasons 19 . The first is that the whole of the CANDLE system is built around a learning objects database; consequently a critical factor in the success of the system will be the number and kind of learning objects that populate the database (Connolly and Thorn, 1991) . If no one enters any of their courseware into the system, then there will be nothing from which to develop new courses. A scenario where only learning materials which fit a given pedagogical model are allowed into the database will automatically reduce the material available to users. The reverse of the coin is that if instructors use a pedagogical paradigm in their teaching practices which does not match the paradigm legitimised by the system, then CANDLE will not be able to offer any materials of use to them. This is in essence an issue of usability, and abuts on the distance between a user's current practice and the practice required by the system. This distance is of particular importance in an educational system where the pedagogical beliefs of an instructor are one of the key factors affecting the success or otherwise of the implementation of new educational technology (Fullan, 1992) .
The second reason is more fundamental: as CANDLE is intended for use across the university, corporate and SME sectors throughout the European Union, at a time when the importance of the context of education is increasingly being recognised, it was judged that no single model or set of pedagogical guidelines would effectively fit all learning events. Certainly, there is evidence that although the different countries in Europe are facing similar challenges, there is more divergence than convergence in the responses of their education and training systems (Green, Wolf and Leney, 1999) . Prescriptions are necessarily simplifications and as such cannot do justice to the complexity of the site of implementation of CANDLE. Moreover, pedagogic prescriptions involve value judgements about pedagogy, which the team did not feel able to make, being cognisant of the link between educational theory and the sociopolitical contexts of that theory (Walkerdine, 1998) and the impossibility of developing a single, decontextualised, over-arching definition of quality (Green, 1995) . The designers therefore made an early decision to design CANDLE around multiple pedagogies, so that it encompasses the traditional, instructivist approaches and the more constructivist and collaborative constituents of the increasingly prevalent student-centred learning environments (Jonassen and Land, 2000) , as well as the behaviourist paradigms which underpin the competency-based frameworks which structure much of the SME and corporate training sectors.
Problems implementing pedagogical flexibility
Designing for this degree of pedagogical flexibility poses a whole new set of problems. This section will not attempt a full account of the pedagogical design process and all the difficulties encountered but will concentrate on a few of the more crucial problems with a view to illustrating the challenges inherent in the implementation of pedagogical flexibility. Where CANDLE has found solutions, these will be presented, not as a neat resolution of the axiomatic conflicts which set apart the various pedagogical paradigms, but rather as subject to critical review. A discussion of the degree to which it is feasible to engineer such a resolution will be reserved for the concluding paragraphs of the paper.
Before addressing the problems, a fuller description the functions of CANDLE and their mapping onto the development life-cycle of learning objects 20 (Baca, 2000 21 ) will help to clarify to the reader some of the problems encountered in the design of CANDLE.
As can be seen from the diagram above, CANDLE does not have in-built courseware creation facilities such as html editors or packages such as Perception 22 . Instead, it is anticipated that the actual courseware, such as presentation slides, will be created outside of CANDLE and then imported into the system. Therefore, the first stage of the learning object lifecycle, the creation and multiversioning, will not be part of CANDLE.
The second stage, that of organisation, is one where "objects are automatically or manually organized into the structure of the digital information system and additional metadata for those objects may be created through registration, cataloging, and indexing processes" (Baca ibid) . This links with the re-engineering function in CANDLE and is probably the area in which the most intractable of the problems have been encountered, as it constitutes the lynchpin of the whole system: its structure.
Here, courseware that already exists in the computers and files of the tutors is re-engineered. In other words, it is analysed, broken down into its constituent parts and described using metadata. Although some of this metadata tagging can be performed automatically, as is the case with file size and format, the more difficult semantic tagging of elements such as content and pedagogical stance needs to be undertaken by a subject specialist -in the case of CANDLE the instructor or trainer. Immediately one of the main constraints on the implementation of flexibility becomes apparent: there is a trade-off between the richness of the descriptions provided by the metadata and the amount of time required to tag each learning object.
Although this is a very real problem, it can be considered largely an administrative one. Other, fundamental issues deserve more extended treatment: these include the operationalisation of pedagogical theory in metadata, the implications of building a learning system around a database whose structure is provided by a static ontology, the issue of access rights and the problems of disaggregation and granularity. These issues are identified as fundamental because their solution cannot be easily found by administrative means as the problems themselves are theoretical. 
Operationalisation of pedagogical theory in metadata
The only real criterion for assessing the usefulness of a metadata schema (a set of metadata descriptors) is the extent to which it assists in the retrieval of objects, whether it be by an instructor searching for courseware, or by a learning algorithm built into the system for delivery of that courseware. From a pedagogical perspective, this will rest on two requirements: first that the metadata should adequately and faithfully represent pedagogical theory, secondly that it should have meaning for users of the system.
The first issue is arguably the more difficult of the two as it requires an operationalisation of the whole of the domain of pedagogical theory-otherwise described as an ontology of instruction (Mizoguchi and Bourdeau, 2000) . As instructional designers have long known, the operationalisation of even a single, essentially descriptive, pedagogical theory, is far from trivial (Reigeluth, 1999b) . This suggests that the operationalisation of multiple theories emerging from diverse research traditions with very different sets of frames of reference, let alone of the whole domain of pedagogy, is impracticable. This question was raised, albeit in a slightly different form, by the Shared Vocabularies for Representing Pedagogical Knowledge Working Group 23 : "Can pedagogical knowledge even be formalized?" The objective of this group was not to build a complete ontology of the pedagogical domain, but, less ambitiously, to develop a shared pedagogical vocabulary -a task which is still being carried forward by the IEEE Learning Technology Standards Committee.
Although this level of conceptualisation of the domain (described by Mizoguchi as a Level 1 ontology, or as "a structured collection of terms") represents the most simplistic of versions of an ontology, the problems inherent in developing it cannot be overstated (Mizoguchi, 1998) . A brief reference to the work of Reigeluth, who has pulled together a wide range of pedagogical models in one volume, InstructionalDesign Theories and Models (Reigeluth, 1999a) , will demonstrate some of the difficulties involved. Reigeluth summarises the goals, preconditions and values of every model presented. The values include such commitments and issues as:
• "authenticity, ownership, and relevance of the learning experience for students" • "rich social contexts and multiple perspectives for learning", "the criticality of "what to teach" and the considerable variability of "how to teach it""
• "learning that is driven by an ill-defined or ill-structured problem (or question, case, project)."
Concepts such as authenticity, ownership, relevance, perspective, individualisation of learning, nature of the problem, focus on content emerge from these few values.
Operationalising any one of these concepts is a challenge. Moreover, even if a meaningful operationalistion of each concept were possible, there has to be a limit to the number of metadata tags that can be used to describe learning objects -we already have seven possible tags here -drawn from only two pedagogical models. The issue of selecting which concepts to choose as tags inevitably brings one back to the question of which values, and, hence, which models to privilege.
In CANDLE, after a first, unsuccessful attempt at using a literature survey to identify the factors that would constitute the pedagogical metadata, a decision was made to adopt a subset 24 of the fourteen pedagogical dimensions of computer-based education (Reeves, 2000 25 ), in addition to some of the tags in the IMS Learning Object Meta-data scheme (IMS, 2001) as it was judged that these went a long way towards offering a workable operationalisation of the different pedagogical paradigms. 26 Moreover, these dimensions (e.g. teacher role, user activity, flexibility) allow for the matching of materials, instructors and learners: just as Reeves has used the dimensions to characterise two different educational systems, it should be possible, in principle, to similarly describe different pedagogical models. Currently a project at the University of Twente is attempting to build a questionnaire based around Reeve's dimensions to help instructors and learners characterise their teaching and learning styles.
However, it is worth re-stating the first criterion for usefulness of pedagogical metadata: that it "should adequately and faithfully represent pedagogical theory." The very process of selecting metadata tags, and building questionnaires and tools
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Which tags will be dropped has still to be finalised. around these automatically circumscribes pedagogy and will thus compromise the adequacy of representation of pedagogical theory.
This is an important point as it turns on the very nature of pedagogical theory and its boundaries -an issue which has already been touched on in the section on the myth of pedagogical neutrality. Becher, in his analysis of the cultures of disciplines has delineated two cognitive dimensions which differentiate different forms of knowledge: hard/soft (restricted/unrestricted) and pure/applied. These can be recruited to highlight the essence of the problem of operationalising pedagogical theory in metadata. He draws a parallel between the hard/soft dimension and Pantin's distinction between the restricted and the unrestricted sciences (Pantin, 1968) :
Briefly, restricted knowledge has clearly defined boundaries; the problems with which it is concerned tend to be relatively narrow and circumscribed. It focuses on quantitative issues, and tends to have a well-developed theoretical structure embracing causal propositions, generalizable findings and universal laws. It is cumulative, in that new findings tend to be linear developments of the existing state of knowledge… Unrestricted knowledge has the opposite characteristics: unclear boundaries, problems which are broad in scope and loose in definition, a relatively unspecific theoretical structure, a concern
with the qualitative and particular, and a reiterative pattern of enquiry." (Becher, 1989) In Becher's terms, education can be considered a soft, applied discipline. Reframing the operationalisation problem in the terms presented above, attempts to fit pedagogy into a metadata schema, although quite properly motivated by a desire for the integration of theory into practice, can be seen as endeavouring to shoe-horn what is essentially an unrestricted/soft, applied domain into a hard form. The theoretical discontinuities inherent in such a process could arguably serve to undermine the validity of any metadata schema thus developed.
One further point deserves attention. Becher notes that one of the characteristics of soft, unrestricted knowledge domains is that they have a "relatively unspecific theoretical structure". Evidence of this is ubiquitous in the field of education, and can be found in this paper by an alert reader. Whereas the 'hard' sciences have a tight handle on what constitutes a hypothesis, a model, or a theory, there is no such widely accepted theoretical structure to organise pedagogical theory. Thus slippage between the usage of the various terms is commonplace and of itself makes the implementation of pedagogical theory problematic. However, attempts to impose such a theoretical model would be addressing the wrong problem, as such theoretical
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This perhaps explains in part why it soon became apparent that, in practice, although Reeves' fourteen pedagogical dimensions did permit a description of learning objects which had the potential to link teaching and learning styles, pedagogical models and the learning objects from a systems point of view, it did not really work. The different communities constituting the CANDLE community had very different ways of conceiving of learning and teaching, and although Reeves offered them a common language with which to discuss pedagogical issues, it was not necessarily the language that they used in their practice and context.
Metadata, meaning and communities of practice
The second issue to consider is whether the metadata chosen has meaning for the users. CANDLE is a system which requires, and is being designed to facilitate, the collaboration of all users, in particular those who are submitting and using courseware. Common ground has been identified as one of the most important factors in establishing collaboration (Baker et al., 1999) . It is therefore important that the concepts used in CANDLE metadata have a common and accessible meaning for all users. This does not happen automatically 27 . On the contrary, in different sectors, very different conceptions of pedagogy are typically held, so much so that people in the commercial sector often are uncomfortable with conceptualisations framed in pedagogical terminology (Kewell et al., 1999) .
The 14 dimensions of Reeves offered the advantage of not obviously belonging to any particular pedagogical school -they can be used to describe commercial training materials as easily as university lecture notes. Moreover, unlike most pedagogical paradigms which tend to change over time and as they are adapted by subsequent researchers and authors, they offer a relatively stable conceptualisation of pedagogy.
In the CANDLE project, some early, informal experience of introducing instructors from both the commercial and university sectors to Reeves, suggests that it provided a relatively straightforward way of helping people conceptualise the differences between different pedagogies. A reaction of "Finally I understand what pedagogy is all about!" was not uncommon. It is as if the instructors and trainers have been given a language to describe pedagogy.
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However, as mentioned above, the construction of common meaning is essentially a social process and, as such, is not unproblematic. How possible, then, is it for metadata tags to embed common meanings in view of the fact that they are used to describe learning objects which are, by definition, de-contextualised? An analysis of different learning resources will illustrate the problem. The educational metadata section of ADL's SCORM document includes a tag entitled 'learning resource', which can take such values as exercise, simulation, questionnaire or exam (ADL, 2001 ). Whilst at first glance these descriptors seem unproblematic, a closer examination shows that even seemingly evident educational concepts change their meaning depending on the contexts in which they are used. For example, the ASTER project found that words such as tutorial and seminar were employed to describe different learning events, depending on the discipline in which they were used. So, for example, in the humanities, the term tutorial is used to describe small group learning events, and seminars slightly larger groups. In physics, however, these larger groups would be described as lectures (ASTER, 1999) .
According to Gee, who takes a situated cognition perspective, this should come as no surprise. He argues that there "is really no such thing in general as a report, an explanation, an argument, an essay… and so forth", but that such concepts are in fact situated meanings and cannot therefore be disentangled from their contexts. They "are made understandable, not in terms of some generic genre label like article or essay, but in terms of a cultural model of the production of work in the academic fields whose situated instances these are." (Gee, 1997) Returning to the example of the multiple choice assessment given above will further underline this point: assessment is an essentially situated practice. Frederiksen & Collins view teaching, and one of it's key components, testing, as a complex system nested within a larger institutional system itself situated in a wider socio-political system (Frederiksen and Collins, 1989) . Accordingly, the forms of assessment that are legitimated in different socio-political contexts will differ (Broadfoot, 1996) : whilst multiple-choice questions will be quite acceptable as a summative assessment or 'exam' in one context, they would be rejected in another. The reasons for this stem from institutional beliefs about the purpose of assessment, the kind of learning that it should promote, and hence it's very nature.
Wenger offers another illuminating perspective here. In his work on Communities of Practice he argues that meaning is located in a process of its own negotiation (Wenger, 1998) . This process in turn involves the interaction of two complementary processes, namely participation and reification. Reification refers to a process of 'objectifying' our experience, and covers activities such as designing, naming and encoding. However, Wenger argues, reification cannot exist apart from participation: "indeed, reification always rests on participation: what is said, represented, or otherwise brought into focus always assumes a history of participation as a context for its interpretation. In turn, participation always organizes itself around reification because it always involves artifacts, words, and concepts that allow it to proceed." An application of these concepts to metadata suggests that tags, as reifications cannot have universal meaning, but can only make good sense within the participatory activities of a community of practice. Indeed, this is one of the reasons that issues of collaboration are being foregrounded in the design of CANDLE.
An alternative solution to this has been suggested by Recker & Wiley who recommend the addition of 'non-authoritative' metadata which they describe as follows: "this form of metadata captures the 'embedding' context of a learning object within instruction. For example, these data elements can describe how a learning object was reused, its juxtaposition to other learning objects, and its usefulness in particular instructional contexts. The metadata can also describe the community of users from which the learning object is derived ).
Epistemology, pedagogical philosophy and ontologies
This section will change the focus from pedagogical metadata to how domain knowledge (in CANDLE this is the telematics domain) is represented. Reference will be made to three of Reeves' dimensions, Epistemology, Pedagogical Philosophy and User Activity, to highlight the epistemological conflict that has arisen from the use of a database and ontology to structure CANDLE.
In order to establish some coherence in the naming conventions employed in describing the content of learning objects, and to allow for greater flexibility in the on-the-fly delivery of courseware (the utilization phase of the lifecycle) CANDLE is in the process of developing an ontology of telematics. Ontology is a word whose meaning is contested: it has variously been described as an "explicit specification of conceptualization", a "theory (system) of concepts/ vocabulary used as building blocks of information processing systems," "agreements about shared conceptualizations" or a set of " concepts with definitions, hierarchical organization of them(not mandatory), relations among them (more than is-a and part-of ), axioms to formalize the definitions and relations (Mizoguchi and Bourdeau, 2000) ." Although modern usages of the term are moving away from hard objectivism, the academic pedigree of ontologies is firmly rooted in that tradition, signifying as it does, the study of what is. It is also worth highlighting the fact that ontologies are usually built
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Earle around entities, and that the very act of conceptualising the items that make up CANDLE as learning objects point also point to a positivist philosophical epist mology.
The tool being used to develop the telematics domain ontology is OntoEdit by AIFB 28 , and it is worth examining it to uncover some of the assumptions on which it rests. First of all, the ontology is "constructed and maintained in a collaborative effort of domain experts, end-users and IT specialists" (AIFB, 2000) . In the case of CANDLE, this consists of a group of telematics lecturers and an ontology engineer. The main elements of the ontology are the restricted set of terms of the domain lexicon with added relations (see Figure 5 for an example of a relation) and axioms ("used to model sentences that are always true") built onto these. All of these are structured into a concept hierarchy. Once built, an ontology provides a static representation of knowledge 29 . Here we come up against the first real pedagogical conflict: whilst it is easy to see that an ontology resonates well with the objectivist pole of the epistemological dimension, with its emphasis on the independent existence of knowledge, it is much more difficult to see how it can be reconciled with the more constructivist pole, which eschews the whole notion of knowledge separate from knowers. For the very process of objectifying knowledge in the form of an ontology subtly shifts the epistemological balance in such a way that what is, in essence, a representation of the current beliefs of a specific group of knowers, in this case the telematics experts, takes on a far more positivist hue, which is further enhanced by the essentially rationalist character that is attributed to computer and database technology 30 (Chandler 1990 CANDLE sought to resolve this by softening the epistemological rigidity inherent in the use of an ontology through the use of two naming conventions. The first is tied to the ontology and replicates its hierarchical structure with a restricted set of nested concept descriptors. The second naming convention is not in fact a convention at all: CANDLE provides two additional metadata tags, keywords and weighting, which together allow system users to break out of the preconceived domain ontology. The keywords are entirely free and 'unconventional' in the most literal sense of the word: the metadata taggers are free to use whatever words they feel most appropriately describe their courseware objects. In addition, they are offered the option of weighting these objects in terms of their relevance to the more conventional ontological descriptors of the first naming convention. The courseware objects can then be organised not only according to a static ontology, but using fuzzy logic semantic search algorithms which in principle embody a much more fluid and dynamic conception of knowledge.
Like most of the solutions in this paper, this is a practical, rather than a logical solution, and as such it is only partial. It does not really solve the problem of providing students with multiple pathways through learning objects, which is essential in a truly flexible system. Whilst fuzzy logic searches might provide routes through material determined by how previous system users (either learners or tutors) have navigated the database, and ontologies might offer the 'accredited' steps to an understanding of a particular domain, until there is a way to link these diverse pathways with learner characteristics, the system will not be truly flexible.
Access Rights
Very closely linked to Reeves' first dimension, Epistemology, are Pedagogical Philosophy and User Activity. Reeves sees the much debated conflict between instructivist and constructivist approaches to teaching and learning as a dimension of pedagogical philosophy. At one pole of the dimension lies a strict instructivist position, which holds that objectives exist apart from the learner, and are drawn from a pre-specified domain of knowledge, typically constructed by acknowledged experts. Once specified, these goals can be structured into learning hierarchies progressing from lower to higher order learning through which learners need to move sequentially. The other pole of the dimension represents a radical constructivist position, where learners construct their own knowledge so that neither content nor learner paths through that content can be pre-specified.
Here too, there is a neat dove-tailing of the domain ontology and instructivism, and a corresponding conflict with constructivism. The softening of the epistemological stance referred to above is not sufficient to allow for the more generative learning activities that are axiomatic to the latter paradigm. To be true to the spirit of the constructivist pole of the Pedagogical Philosophy dimension, all users of the system should be able to contribute to the construction of knowledge, including the ontology. Thus learners, as well as acknowledged experts and tutors, should be able to enter courseware into the database and tag is as they see fit. Herein lies the second pedagogical conflict: how can you ensure the integrity of an ontology which so neatly embodies the instructivist paradigm whilst allowing learners to take part in truly generative activities, which implies that they too should be able to contribute to and construct in some meaningful way the knowledge base (including the ontology) that is represented in the system? One possible solution, which is to allow learners to contribute materials and to use free keywords to tag those materials only goes part of the way to solving the problem: until they are able to change the ontology which itself structures, and arguably constitutes the backbone of the knowledge domain, the activities they engage in will not be truly generative. This is one problem that has not been adequately solved in CANDLE; arguably it is not possible to provide for truly generative user activities in a system structured around a static ontology.
Granularity
Another aspect of the Pedagogical Philosophy dimension needs to be foregrounded: in an instructivist position, knowledge can be broken down and structured into a hierarchy, where learning typically consists of moving sequentially from the smaller, lower order blocks of material to the higher, more complicated levels of learning. This disaggregation of knowledge into separate parcels accords with the whole rhetoric of couseware re-engineering and tagging, where the smaller the object, the more usuable and flexible the system.
Granularity essentially refers to the size of a learning object and is one of the key issues that the metadata tagger needs to confront. How far should she separate her learning materials into their constituent parts? Should she break down a lecture into separate Powerpoint slides or should she insert the course as a complete unit into the database? Again, the answer to this turns on pedagogical issues.
The instructivist pole of pedagogical philosophy can easily accommodate the disaggregation of learning materials into smaller parcels of knowledge -in effect, it invites it. However, not all pedagogies do. I will take a short excursion into the literature on conceptions of learning in higher education to illustrate this. In particular I would like to refer to Marton & Dallalba's six conceptions of learning (Marton, Dall'Alba and Beaty, 1993) . Marton & Dallalba interviewed undergraduates at the Open University, and, based on these interviews, they identified six qualitatively different conceptions of learning, with different impacts on student learning. The lowest three conceptions of learning embraced a conception of learning as first the collection, then the reproduction and finally the use of readymade pieces of knowledge. As students advanced in their studies, they moved away from this fragmented view of knowledge. Similarly Dowling (Dowling, 1998) illustrates how the presentation of knowledge as disaggregated parts contributes to a partial, fragmented conception of any domain which excludes the learner from full participation in the practices of the higher levels of academe. It is appropriate to ask whether the very fact of parcelling knowledge, which lies at the heart of the learning objects project, is contributing to such a partial conception of knowledge.
The way CANDLE has solved this problem is to give control over the issue of granularity to the contributor. This allows for courses to be entered into the database as a whole unit if the instructor feels that the disaggregation of the material is not logical or feasible.
The case of assessment in general and multiple-choice questions in particular can again be brought in here a an example of a situation in which disaggregation is not perhaps feasible and, certainly, runs counter to some pedagogical perspectives. It has long been known that assessment is one of the most powerful drivers of student learning. Broadfoot argues that "assessment has always been, and will probably continue to be, the single most significant influence on the quality and shape of students' educational experience and hence on their learning. Since the earliest days of mass educational provision, assessment procedures have largely governed the content of the curriculum, the way in which schools are organised, the approach to teaching and the learning priorities of students (Broadfoot, 1996) ." This being the case, it becomes difficult to argue that the disaggregation of the assessment from the rest of the course is a pedagogically defensible process. Furthermore, Resnick & Resnick, arguing from a situated cognition perspective, voiced powerful criticisms of objective testing, such as the multiple-choice tests under discussion here, because of the assumptions of decomposability and decontextualisation of knowledge inherent in it. Within the learning object project, these are not merely assumptions, but constitute instead central, structuring commitments (Resnick and Resnick, 1992) .
There is a related concern about granularity and instructional design in current metadata literature. There appears to be a move away from the conceptualisation of granularity as mainly an issue of the size of a learning object to a more "robust" view of it which considers the manner and extent to which a number of factors which together make up the instructional design process are combined: "…in determining the robust granularity of a learning object, one might ask, "what elements of the model, message, instructional strategy, representation, and media-logic layers are compressed within this learning object?" The larger the count, the larger the grain size of the learning object" (Wiley, Gibbons and Recker, 2000) . This is an important theoretical move as it foregrounds the purposive activity that is instructional design and signals that simplistic views of teaching as the delivery of disaggregated learning objects joined together in some straightforward combination hide the very real complexity of the development of learning materials which in effect takes place in a number of interconnected layers.
Some common themes
Three main themes can be seen as emerging in the above discussion of the experiences of those involved in the design of the CANDLE system. The first is a tension between the privileging of the ontology of a small group of experts in the design of the system necessary to ensure that it offers an accepted, coherent representation of a domain and the generative requirements of the more constructivist pedagogies. The second suggests that the disaggregation of any domain, or indeed of teaching materials used in that domain, into separate pieces does violence both to conceptions of knowledge as essentially articulated and to the marked complexity of the instructional design process. The third, and possibly most important, theme to emerge is that instructional activities are essentially situated, and that de-coupling the elements which make up these activities from each other and from the context in which they occur strips them of meaning.
Although the above points have emerged in the process of designing the CANDLE system, the issues faced will apply, in varying degrees to the development of all educational systems, including libraries, portal sites and automated online courses. If these systems, including, of course those based around the technology of learning objects, are to live up to their muchtouted promise, designers will have to address these, and many other pedagogical issues headon, recognising that the easiest solutions to implement probably involve a simplification and decontextualisation of pedagogical theory which is not easy to defend. The alternative is that the systems designed will offer simplified, water-down versions of the pedagogical process which quite simply fail.
Conclusion
A few of the more important pedagogical issues that have arisen as a consequence of the decision to implement multiple pedagogies in CANDLE have been briefly sketched out. There are many more which deserve attention, including the provision of multiple pedagogical templates to assist instructors in the creation of courseware from objects in the database, and the development of sequencing algorithms for the on-the-fly delivery of courses, however space does not permit their examination here. Nonetheless, it is hoped that these examples have given some flavour of the very real contradictions arising from the attempts to design a system around conflicting pedagogical models. As mentioned above, the solutions adopted in CANDLE are practical rather than logical, for in many cases the contradictions are so intractable as to obviate logical resolution. Purists might argue that in view of this it is theoretically impossible to implement multiple pedagogies in a single system, a position that deserves some credit.
An alternative perspective on this issue is possible, and probably more constructive. This would argue that like all theories and paradigms, learning theories are not perfect, but should be viewed merely as guidelines (Snelbecker, 1999) . As Popper notes "All theories are trials; they are tentative hypotheses, tried out to see whether they work; and all experimental corroboration is simply the result of tests undertaken in a critical spirit, in an attempt to find out where our theories err" (Popper, 1957 ). An equally cogent argument can be found in Schön's work on the reflective practitioner (Schön, 1987) , which will be used as an appropriate way close this paper which set out with the aim of stimulating in some small way a necessary debate on the feasibility of implementation of true pedagogical flexibility. 
